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ABSTRACT 
The effflcts of gravity on Ilridgi11an-Stockhargflr dirp.ctiona1 soliriification 
of off-Ip.utectic Ri/MnBi has hp.on stur1ifld in reduced gravity (10-4ge ) aboard 
the SPAR X flight and cOi11parerl to norl'l~l-gravity invp.stigations and previous 
eutflctic Ai/Mnlli SPAR flight experiments. The cilrectiona1 solidification of 
off-p.utp.cti c Ili /Mn13i resu1 ts in !lither a rlendriti c structure connp.cted wi th 
local cooperative growth or, with the proper solidificatiQn conditions, a 
coupler! low volume fraction faceted/non filceted aligned rorl eutectic whosp. 11n 
mdcrosegregation, Mnlli rod size, interrod spacing, thermal ann magnetic 
properties are sensitive functions of the solidification processing 
condit ions. 
Two hypoeutect i c and two hypereutect i c samp1 es \~ere soli ciifi ed rluri ng 
fi05 s of furnace travel, with an initial 265 slow-gravity intervil1, at a 
growth ,'ate 11 cm/h. Comparison earth-gravity samples were solidified in the 
same furnace assembly under identical processing conrlitions. Macrosegregation 
in the 10w-g sal'lp1es determined by magnetic measurements, microstructural 
analysis, X-ray flUorescence, and chemical spectrophotometric ahsorbance, was 
consistent with a metastable increase in Mn solubility in the Ri I~atrix, in 
partial agreement Ylith previous Bi/Mnlli SPAR findings of MnBi volul'le 
reduction. Snaller mean rod diameter ilnrl interrod spacing were found in 
solidification in low gl'avity, as compared to earth gravity, in agreement with 
previous SPAll fil1rlings. In addition, in normal gravity, ~1n Milcrnsegregation 
results for the hypoeutectic samples suggest that the thermal instability led 
to greater convection than did the innuced solfftal instahility. Convection in 
earth gravity is suggested as an explanation of morphological differencp.s 
between normal- and jow-gravity solidification. This explanation is 
consistent with a possible change in the equilihrium solid solubility limit of 
Mn in Ili ohserved in law gravity. 
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I NTIlOnIJCTI ON 
This work compares the Arldgman-Stockharger dlrRctional solidification of 
the Ai/llnBi off-eutectic system in low gravity to that in earth grdvity. Low 
gravity provides hoth a scientifically rr.veal ing anrf potentially advilntageous 
!nortiflcation of controlled directional solidification of binary alloys in 
ea rth gravity. In alloys where the melt dens ity dr.pends on tAfllpr.ratu rr a nrf on 
solute concentration, convection which consequently occurs In the melt in 
earth gravity is suhstantially reducer! in low gravity. Of particillar Interest 
is the role of convection In solute m!crosegregation and in the aligned 
morphology ohserved in off-eutectic cooreratively grown systems. 
Controlled plane-front directional solidification near the Ri/HnRi 
eutectic (2.7 a/o or n.7? w/o Mn) produces an aligned (cooperatively grown) 
array of highly magnetic flnRi rods, which are often faceten and chevron-shaped 
in cross section and have very large IIspect ratios, in a Ri-matrix which 
appears unfaceted. The morphology (and therefore the magnetic properties) and 
the therfllal history during growth have he en shown (Ref. 1-5) to he sensitively 
dependent on the growth parameters and the degree of convection. For exafllple, 
in an earth-gravity study of the solidification of the Ai/MnRi off-eutectic 
system, different orientations of the solidification direction with respect to 
the gravity vector have resulted in different negrees of therfllal and solutal 
convective flow as reflected in 1I1acrosegregation curves. Previous low-gravity 
experiments (Ref. 3 and 4) conducted on SPAR flights III and IX have shown 
reduced interrod spacing and rod diameters in low-gravity processed safllples. 
In addition, a lower volume fraction of the MnRi phase and a larger 
interfacial undercooling, i.e., a lower solidification temperature, was found 
for low-gravity compared to earth-gravity Sal11ple5. It appears unlikely that 
either a modified temperature gradient (Ref. 0) or a fluctuating interface 
speed innucen by convective flow (Ref. 7 and Il) will account for the reduction 
in the interrod spacings. The lack of understanding of the convective, 
thermal, and 1110rphological effects of low-gravity processing have led to this 
di rect I onal sol I difl cat i or. experiment in low ann one gravity for the Ri /IInRi 
off-eutectic system. 
1 
Samples of 0.49 wlo and 0.90 wlo 1'ln ~lere grown up and down \~ith respect 
to the gravity vector, proviciing differp.nt rtegrep.s of thermal and solutal 
convect i on on the ground. The nomi na 1 va lue of the fu rnace vlllocity was 11 
cmlh and that of thp. thermal grarlient in the liquid ahead of the interface was 
14CJoC/cln. This I~oderatp. furnace velocity was chosr.n to mach a nalance 
netween the desire to ontain a cooperative morphology I/sing a low vnlocity and 
the need to solidify a useful length of sample in the low-gravity peri art of 5 
min. Also, the highest possihle thermal grnrtient was Ilsed to maintain a 
planar freezing interface and thus maximize the p.xtent of the cooperative 
region in each sample. The ohjectives of this investigation inclilderl: 
(1) Determining the effect of a redl/ction in g;'avity on the 
I~acrosegregation of ~'n, the thp.rl'lal histor) during growth (cooling 
rate and undercooling), and the morphology of cooperatively grown 
off-eutectic samples. 
(2) Determining the extent to which a reduction in gravity may alter 
the degree to which cooperative growth may he further stabilized. 
(3) Determining areas of special interest or problems associated with 
the Bi /MnBi off ueutect i c system or ha rdwa re in p repa rat ion for 
longer peri ods of low-gravity Bi /MnBi processi ng experi rnents 
ahoard the space shuttle. 
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OFF-EtJTECTIC SOLIOIFICATION 
Gravity-induced "0 macrosegregation throughol't the length of a plane-
front solidified RlmnAi sample has its origin in the therm~l and/or sollltal 
convection in the melt during the growth of the solid. When solidification of 
a sample in the Rridgman-Stockharger method prnceeds with the cold zone helow 
the hot zone, a relative thermel stabl1 tty is achievad (growth up). An 
unstahle thermal situation is obtained in gro\~th down, when the hot zone is 
below the cold zone, which induces thermal convective flow. It is also 
expected that a Bi-rich sample will exhibit sollltal convection during 
solidificat10n in the growth-up configuration in earth gravity. This is 
expected hecause a Ili-rich sample rejects fln from the solidification front as 
growth proceeds, up to the point where no fln gradient exists in the liquid 
(i .e., the bulk liquid composition equals the eutectic composition). 
Similarly, a fln-rich sample will reject Ai at the front resulting in a 
solutally unstahle situation for growth down in earth gravity giving rise to 
solutal convection. These types of convection give rise to macrosegregation 
in the Bi/flnBi off-eutectic system which has heen treater1 theoretically with a 
simplifier1 model by Verhoeven and Homer (Ref. q). The result is an analytical 
expression describing the average solir1 composition as a function of the 
fraction of the sample solidifi'ed. For a cooperatively grown, directionally 
solidified sample, thp. parameters from the fit to the experimental 
macrosegregation data give a meaSllre of the degree of convective versus 
diffusive control over the solute redistrihution. 
A third source of macrosegregation which must be dealt with in this 
system is that arising from ~hat is here termp.d gravity-driven Stokes 
migration. In Hi growth up of a Hn-rich sample, tlnBi dendrites, which will 
form at the interface if the dendritic to cooperative transition has not heen 
reached (see below), may he sheared off hy convective flow or thermal 
instabilities and float toward the top of the melt, driven by buoyancy. 
Dendrites may also grow in the melt near the interface in the presence of 
constitutional supercooling and float toward the top of the melt. These 
migrated dendrites may re-disso1ve or remain and possih1y nucleate further 
dendrites as the interface again approaches. Thus Stokes migration or flow 
"- ~ " 
;. ',; 
3 
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r.olllrl lead to d gross disturhance of the Iln macrosp.gregation in thes!) CilSr.S. 
Stokes migration effects havp. heen noted previously. for example. in 
monotectic solidification (Ref. 10 and 11) and in dendritic growth in the Sn-
Pb system (Ref. 12). 
A previ ous study of the sol i difi cat Illn of the Ili /t1nBi off -eutr.ct i c systr.l~ 
in earth gravity has shown that under certain solidification conditions 
samples solidify first with tlnJlI dendl'Has (hypereutectlc) m' with 131 solid 
solution dendrites (hypoeutectic) and undergo a transition to coopr.rative 
growth as the solidification proceeds (Ref. 1). A quantitive description of 
the position at which dendrites disappear is possihle. Some inconsistencies 
in the experimental results of Tahle 1 of Ref. 1 have been corrected anrf a re-
evaluation of those results have led us to replace Fig. 7 of Ref. 1 with Fig. 
1 here. The solid lines for Ili-rich and tin-rich cases are based on the assumption 
of dendritic growth for even negligible constitutional silpercooling. ThA zero 
const Hut i onal supercool i ng cr1 teri 1)0 (~ef. 13) is descri hed hy 
(1) 
where G is the thermal gradient in the liquid. V is the Interface velocity. III 
is the slope of the appropriate liquidllS, CE is the eutectic composition. Cs 
is the average solid composition at a particular cross-sectional position, and 
and 0 is the diffusivity of Mn in the melt. assumed to be 2 x 10-5 cm?'/s. In 
• 
the Ili-rich region the disappearance of dendrites is described well by Eq 
(1). Although scatter is large in the t1n-rich system. it seems clear that the 
criterion of no constitutional supercooling with the currently used value of n 
underestimates the cooperative compositional range. This trend has heen noted 
by other workers (Ref. 14) and might be better accounted for by a competitive 
growth model (Ref. 15 and Hi). This theory finds that a finite constitutional 
undercooling is possible at the interface hefore plane front growth hecomes 
unstable. The dashed line is a linear least squares fit of the tin-rich data 
whi ch has been const rai ned to go through the eutecti c composHi on and (l/V = 0 
point. In order to directionally solidify an entire sample without rtendrites, 
(l and V must be chosen to place the entire tin composition profile. including 
the effects of convective flow on macrosegregation. ahove the data in Fig. 1. 
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Mn CONCENTRATION (Ctr ), w/o Mn 
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COOPERATIVE 
6 
(.) 
~ 
4 - !5 w 
2 I DENDRITIC 
10 
Mn CONCENTRATION (Ctr), % Mn 
o GROWTH UP 
~ GROWTH DOWN 
- CONSTITUTIONAL SUPERCOOLING CRITERION 
- -- L.S. FITTO Mn·RICH DATA CONSTRAINED 
1330·001(T) 
TO GO THROUGH GN· 0 & Ctr a 2.7 % Mn 
Fig. 1 G/V vs Average Mn Composition at the Position 
of Dendrltlc·to·Cooperatlve Translstlon (Ctr) In 1'0 
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EUTECTIC SOLIn[F[CATION 
Low-gravity solidification of eutectic flil/lnBi has hean sturfit:!ri 
previollsly ahoa"' the 5PA~ VI nnd SPAR [X flight Axn~riMRnts (~Rf. 3 and 4) 
with very intrresting results which have Significance for the solidification 
of the off-eutectic system. ThflsR resul ts Were contrasten to flarth-!1ravlty 
solidification results and revealed: 
o A decrease in the mean Mnni rod diaMeter, n, and interrod spacing, 
h, hy almost 501, ahoard SPAR IX and 40r, in SPAR VI; 
o Lower volume fraction of t1nBi b'y ahout fl% in SPAR IX and ahout 7% 
in SPAR VI; 
o Ri-rich like macrosegregation in low-gravity solidification of 
"eutectic" cOMpositions; 
o Incraasfld interfaciill undercooling, liT, i.e., lower solidification 
t.r;"!,ll,'ature, in low-gravity solirl1fication ahoarrl SPAR [X, hyahout 
Queni sset and tlasl ai n (Ref. 17) have devaloped a theoretical approach to 
lamellar eutectic growth which i'ncludes the effect of gravitationally induced 
convection parallel to the solidification interface. The artificiill, 
simplifying assumption of a stagnant houndary layer is dropped, with the new 
model leading to a characteristic diffusional length, A/2, smaller than found 
in other growth models. This model predicts a decrease in h and an increase 
in liT as the fluid flow velocity decreases, such as is expected in low 
gravity. Baskaran, et al (Ref. 8) found a similar' r'esult. This is in 
qualitative agreement with the previous SPAR eXperimental eutectic findings. 
An effect of an increased undercooli ng in low gravity would he an 
adjustment in the phase diagram near the eutectic and the solid soluhility 
limit of lin in lli. t1etilstable exterlsions of the various phase lines to 
accommodate the lower freezing temperature could change hoth the eutectic 
compos it i on and the sol id sol uhil ity 1 imi t. These compositi onal changes milY 
he SUbstantial since this eutectic system has a rather low minor phase volumE) 
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fraction. Ther,~fore, samples with n.n wlo Mn ( Itp.ctic in earth 91'avity) 
might conceivahly rlirectionally solirlify in space as perceptihly Ri-rich, off-
eutactic compositions, with a Ri solin solution phase p.llrichecf in Mn. 
np.creased r~nRi volul'le fraction "net Ri-rich type I'lacrosegregation werp ohserverl 
expp.riment.ally, anrl win he COml~E'nten on later. Of course, any low-qravity 
innuccrl phase rtiagram changes will also "e reflpcten in solirl1fication of 
nominal off-eutectic compositions. 
The total undp.rcooling of the nutectic intprfacp. in any flf the numerous 
analyses is a func~lon of intp.rfacp. vplocity, V, (for p.xal'lple, Ref, 17): 
( ? ) 
wherp. Kl and K2 are constant,s and AT(V) is a kinetir:: \lnrlp.rcooling term. The 
first ter111is the constitutional undercooling anel the seconrl term is thp. 
curvature ll.,rlp.rcooling nue to the Gihhs-Thol'lpson effect. For regular 
eutectics which grow with a m'lnimuri undercooling this reduces to AT = 
2(K3K4)1/2V1/ 2, with A2v = K4/K3' An argument previously suggested to explain 
the SPAR Bi/MnRi eutectic experiments (Ref. 4) notes that temperature 
fluctuatiolls in the melt, caused by turhulent convection when the thermal 
grarli ent exceeds a criti cal val ue, may i nfluce nonsteady-state interface 
motion. It was argued that if the eutectic nucleation or branching proceeds 
more slowly than MnBi rod termination, then the mean interface growth velocity 
might decrease in the presence of this supercritical convection. By the above 
equations it can he ,een that if this supercritic~l convection is achieved at 
earth gravity, then A will he larger and AT will be smaller in earth gravity 
compared to low gravity. This will also account for thp observed phenomena in 
the prev'lous SP·\R experiment. This expidnation, however, now Seems somewhat 
less likely with the finding that the MnBi rod spacing was able to artapt more 
rapidly than the freezing rate could be changed in a recent experiment (Ref. 
7). Therefore, in the present and upcoming experiments, we \iouln particularly 
like to test the idea of an in.:reased undercooling in low gravity which 
mod1fi es the phase di agram in the Bi /11n[l1 syste;n. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
SAMPLE PREPARATION p, OIREr.nONAL SOLIIHFICATlON PROCESSING 
Off-eutectic Bi/MnB! ingots of 0.90 anrf 0.49 wlo I~n ~Iere macte using 
cOl11l'lercially pure Mn (99.Q w/oj ami high purity Ri (99.99Q w/o) hy induction 
heating in evacuaterf and sealed 4 mm inner-diameter quartz tubes and quenching 
by turning off the coil power. Ingot lengths were ahout 2.0 CI11. A 1/4 111m 
riiameter hole was rfr111ed about 1 r.m deep to place one 0.004 Clll bead-rfiametpr 
chromc1-a1ul11e1 thermocouple in e~ch ingot. Each starting ingot was 
encapsulated in an evacuated 4 mm inner diameter quartz ampoule as described 
previousiy (Ref. 2 and 3). 
Samples were directionally solidified using the Ilridgman-Stockbarger 
technique in furnace assemblies huilt by General Electric (R'i!f. 18). The same 
unit with identical par~meters was used for both low-gravity and earth-gravity 
comparison solidifications. The apparatus, referred to as the AnSS, Automatic 
nirectional Solidification System, consisted of four furnace assemblies 
mounted symmetrically with their longitudinal axes parallel. Opposite 
assemhly pai rs moved in unison anrl in the opposite di rection from the other 
furn~ce pair to keep total apparatus rnomf:ntum equal to zero. On the ground, 
this feature was used to soiidify cornpositions parallel and antiparallel to 
the gravity vector in order to create rfiffering amounts of convl1ction in the 
melt. For both flight and ground-based solidification, furnaces No.1 and 2 
contained samples No. 1 and 2 of composition 0.90 wlo Mn and furnaces No.3 
and 4 contained samples No. 3 and 4 of composition 0.49 wlo Mn. On the 
ground, furnaces No.1 and 3 soliriifierf samples up (antiparalle1 to the 
gravity vector) and furnaces No.2 anri 4 solidified samples down (parallel to 
the gravity vector). 
The furnace assemblies were capable of producing a planar solidification 
interface near the equilibrium solidification temperature of 2650C with 
gradients of 20 to about 1500C/cm and furnace velocities of 0.3 to 50 cm/h. 
For this experiment, nominal values of 1400C/cm and 11 cm/h were chosen. The 
furnace translated along the stationary tubular quartz sample ampoule 
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described ahOVfl. A description of the methods of monitllring the furnace and 
sample temperatures and velocities during solidification has heen given 
previously (Ref. 19). 
EARTH-GRAVITY & FLI!1HT EXPEIW1ENTS 
Off-eutectic Bi/NnBi samples Wflre directionally solidified in low gravity 
ahoard the SPAR X flight on June 17, 19A3. Prior to the launch, pflrslstAnt 
prohlems with grounrl-based tests using the flight furn,1Cfl assemh'ly extflndAd 
over several months, preventing a flight-comparison, ground-hased 
solidificatlnn experiment (referred to as the All-Systems Test) from being run 
prior to the launch. A post-launch sDlirlification experiment with SPAR X 
process I ng parameters was performed on the ground at Marsha 11 Space Flight 
Center for comparison to the low-gravity results. One sample of each 
composition was solidified up and one down with respect to the gravity vector. 
The SPAR X f1 I ght experiment hegan on the ground with a 30 min furnace 
wa rmup, reduced from the ori 91 na 11y r.1es I red 120 mi n by the same prel aunch 
problems of persistently erratic furnace motion. Before previous SPAR 
launches using this assembly, cleaning and reluhrication of moving parts had 
alleviated any prohlems with erratic furnace velocity. This same problem was 
noted hefore the SPAR X launch but was found to become critical when the 
furnace was hot. Prelaunch experiments suggested that reducing the warr1Up 
time from 120 to 30 min should be adequate for the furnaces to reach the 
dflsired maximum temperature and would allow the furnace motion to become more 
regular. It is noted here that this problem has been repaired for the space 
shuttle apparatus by the usp of low therfllal expans'lon, metal -impregnated nylon 
drive bushings. After launch, directional solidification hegan 38 s after 
1O-4ge was obtained. The £olidification time interval in low gr'avity was 
265 s (approximately O.Al em furnace travel) and furnaces were stopped after 
604 s of total fUrnace travel tiflle. 
Ground-based sample No.2 solidified in a fashion to be describen later 
which was inadequate for study. Therefore, a replacement safllple was 
solidified ;n our laboratories at Grumman Aerospace Corporation using a 
furnace built by fiE as a prototype to the AOSS fl i ght "~'~ilces and conditi ons 
which were nominally identical to th05e of the flight. 
9 
POST -SOLlOrF [CATION SAt1PLE HANOLING 
Each SPAR X ground-basad and flight sal~ple was first polished shallowly 
lengthwise to inspp.ct for solidification irregularities and rlendritic 
growth. Samples were scribed on one side for identification and wert! then 
partitioned into pieces ahout 0.3 cm "long hy a low speert cutoff wheel with a 
0.035 cm thi ck di amond-impr'egnated copper hl arte. Th; s resulted in ahout Il 
sp.ctions per sample. Sections were laheled according to flight or ground-
hased processed. furnace numher. and position in sample. starting with the 
letter "A" at the first solidifiert p.nd of the samplp.. Each section was 
cl eaneel. wei ghed, anel its 1 ength I~easured. Sect ions were then reart.Y for 
mounting for mp.asurement of their magnetization. 
Sections were prepared for microstructural examination hy polishing the 
cross-sectiona"1 surface of each section away from the first solid1fieel enel 
(except for the last section). Sections were mounted in a cold plastic 
mounting cOMpound. polished in a sequence enrling with O.OS lJI11 Al?O~. anrt 
etched lightly with a 10~ solution of acetic acid in water. A morphological 
analysis was then conrlucted for each sample. A few selecteel sections were 
broken out of mounts anrt then heat treated at 2S00C for 3fi-4R h. and 
reexamined magnetically and microstructurally. All sections in plastic Mounts 
were given a light refinishing on IiOIl paper to r'er~ove the etched surface layer 
and were then examined by X-ray fluorescence. In ildrlition. two sections were 
broken out of their plastic n~unts. cleaned in acetone. and destructively 
chemically analyzed. 
f1Ar.NETIC PROPERTY. MORPHOLOGIr.Jl.L, CHEflICAL }I, THERtIAL ANALYSIS 
f1agnet ic properties were rletermi ned for each section frOM the measured 
magnetizations. which were measured as a function of the applied magnetic 
field at the Francis Ritter National f1agnet Lahoratory. Heasurements were 
made parallel to the aligned microstructure at room temllerature in applied 
fields typically up to 150 kOe using a low frequency vihrating-salllp\e 
magnetometer. At room temperature three magnetic pha~es have been shown 
previously to coexist in directionally solidified Bi/f1nRi (Ref. 2. 5 and 
20). The matrix. Ai solid solution. is diamagnetic with a (negative) 
slJscepti bil ity whi ch is weakly dependent on Hn concentration. The expected 
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equilihrium HnBi phase is strongly ferromagnetic anelfs referreel to as the low 
tel~perature ph~se (L TP). A new, second l'lnRi phase, referreel to as the hi gh 
coercivity phase (He) due to its large intrinsic coercivity at cryo~enic 
temperatures where it is ferrOl'1agnetic, was found to he metastahle and 
paramagnetic at rOOl'1 temperature. These three phases are I~agnetically 
adoit i VEl at room temperature whi ch all ows the 5eparat i on of the effects of 
~ each phase. The ferromagnetic character of the eqlJilihrium HnRi phase can 
provide a meaSIJre of the effRct of solidification processing on HnRi rorl sizo 
i and al ignr1ent. For example, as the roel diameter approaches the magnetic 
,\ domain size, the resistance to delqagnetization or intrinsic coercivity of a 
sample containing only LTP tlnRi approaches the theoretical maximliM of 35 k()e 
(Ref. 4). Also, dendritic samples will exhihit a rlecreaserl reManent 
magnetization anel intrinsic coercivity. In previous work, the separate 
hysteresis curv(!s of the LTP and He phases at 77 K were useel to rletermine the 
amount of each magnetic phas(! anel hence the total volume fraction of MnRi 
(Ref. 21) or the cOMposition of samples in an off-eutectic experiJnent (Ref. 
1). USing the paral~eters for the magnet.ic phases found in this previous work 
'1 
i 
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] 
anel the assumption of ().ll wlo ~ln in the 8i solid solution, the magnetization 
at room temperature has heen used to determi ne magneti c phase anel chemi cal 
composition of each sample in this study. This involveel an iterative approach 
in which the volume fraction IlnRi was first calculated. A first approximation 
of the amount of Ri solid solution was then returneel with its rliamagnetic 
contribution into the calculation of the volume fraction HnRi, the process 
bei ng repeated unt 11 s e 1f -cons is tency was ach i eved. Fi gu re ? i llust rates the 
separation of the magnetic ~lnRi phases from the magnetization data for flight 
sample No.2 section A. Figure 2(a) shows the Magnetization rlata norMalizeel 
to sample weight, includ'ing a linear least squares fit to the data hetween flO 
and 150 k()e where the hysteresis curve saturates. This fit was used to ohtain 
the representation of the magnetization due to LTP anel He phases for this 
section as shown in Fig. 2(b). Small section size meant that significant 
noise was present in the magnetization data which resulten in a typical 
uncertainty of :1;5% in Hn COMposition values. 
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Microstructural and quantitative MnBI rod dlamet~r and Interrod spacing 
analyses were performed using a computer-aldRd Leitz partlcln analysis 
system. Approximately 2000 rods in 10 to 20 different views of a sllction 
surface were analyzed directly from a live video camera Image, which allowed 
great control over focus, contrast, magnification, and lighting adjustments to 
produce the most representative image of the surface. Mean rod diameters, 
<d>, mean interrod spacings, <A>, and standard deviations of the distributions 
were determined by either of two techniques. Histograms of the varlahle could 
be smoothed hy hand and the mean extracted with half width at half maximum 
taken as the standard deviation. A more analytical approach was to fit a 
histogram with a modified Poisson distribution hy minimizing x2, and to us~ 
the I~odlfied Poisson parameters to ohtaln the mean and standarri deviation. In 
addition, MnAi volume fraction and Mn concentration (assuming n.ll w/o in 
solid solution) ~Iere calCUlated directly from the camera images hy the 
cQlqputer. 
In order to check the accuracy of the Mn concentration values from 
magnetic and optical meaSIJrements and, in addition, to assess the correctness 
of the assumed value of the Mn Goncentration in Ri solid solution, X-~ay 
fluorescence determinations of the total Mn concentrations near the surfaces 
of most of the sections of the samples were made. Measur~ments were performed 
by Fairfield Testing/LabTech, Inc. using Cu radiation. Three pieces each, of 
five Bi/MnBi cast ingots, of compositions n.n, n.4, n.6, 0.7, and 0.9 w/o Mn 
in Bi were used to calibrate the Mn/Ili count ratios. The precision for ~,hese 
determinations was ahout 0.1 w/o Mn. 
As the most reliable but destructive technique for measuring the bulk 
total Mn concentration of a Bi/MnRi section, chemical spectrophotometric 
absorbance (CSA) was used for a limited numher of samples (Ref. 22). This 
technique had a sensitivity of ± n.05 w/o Mn. 
Thermal measurements from the in situ thermocouple in each sample and two 
reference block thermistors were made as functions of elapsed solidification 
time at a rate of about one reading per second for each furnace assembly. 
These measurements were transmitted via telemetry and recorded hoth in digital 
13 
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and analog form. It was convenient to dig1tize the analog traces via a 
digitizing pad connected to a computer. Voltages representing the resist~nce 
of the thermistors were convr.rteei to tel~peratures (Ref. Ill) with a fourth-
oreier polynomial and suhseqllently these temperatures Werr. convertf!rl to 
equivalent K-type reference junction voltages hy an eighth-order polynom'lnal 
ropresentation of the ~V-T curve (Ref. 23). Thp.se voltages ~/ere artdnrl to the 
therinocolJple voltages as a function of the elapsed til~e and the SUllun(ld 
voltages were converted to sample temperature profiles with a fourth,·orrtp.r 
polynomial (Ref. 24). Due to a lack of point-to-paint grounding in the ADS$ 
apparatus. resolution of the in situ thermocouple measurements was limited to 
± 0.07 mV (± 1.qOC). 
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LOW-(lRAVlTY EXPERII1ENT - (lENERAL OIISERVATIONS 
On June 17, 19f13 SPAR X was successfully launched from White Sands 
Hi s s 11 e Range and the pay load was recovered 1 ater the same day. The al~Jlou 1 es 
were promptly removed and reached (lruml~an on ,lune ?-1, lQR3. 
The Ili/MnBi off-eutectic samples in all al~poules were completely 
intact. As is shown in Fig. :i, the end of each glass ampoule opposite from 
the thermocouple was broken off. The unoxiclized state of each sample 
indicaten that the breakage occurren when the rocket hit the desert floor. 
X-ray radiographs of the f1 lf1ht ampoules are shown in Fig. 4 ann netal1 
exact shapes of samples anrf slight leakhy, but reveal no internal porosity. 
Photographs of the removed samples, with therl~ocouples anrl a graphite plug in 
place, are shown in Fig. 5. Sample No.1 separated into two rfistinct pieces 
dUring its molten period due to the fr(~e volUine created hy lflakhy anrf 
contraction on melting. Sample No. ? separated into two pieces about 3 mm 
from the first-solidified end of the sample, hut the two pieces remained 
touching. Sample No.3 looked perfect in form, as did salnple No.4, except 
the latter sample was fractured into two pieces at some time following 
solidification. This did not affect analysis of sample No.4 • 
. 
Evaluation of the telemetry data indicates that coolant pumps were 
functioning adequately to maintain the coolant temperatures within 
requirements, and reference transistors, cold junction thermistors, furnace 
thermocouples, and furnace assemblies appeared to operate properly. An 
occasional abrupt jump ill the sample temperatures was evident in the data and 
was smoothed in the temperature plott i ng when it was beli eved to he too ahrupt 
to he real. A more seriolls problem was the fact that the sample temperatures 
appeared to never reach the sol idifi cat i on temperature wi thi n the furnace 
travel time (Fig. oj, despite the fact that the thermocouple tip was located 
only 1 cm into the sample and that the end of the sample was helieved to have 
been placed at the face of the chill hlock. There are three possible 
explanations for this problem. One is that the telemetry data drifted from 
the true temperature values as the assembly and electronics temperature 
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incredsed. This is supported hy thf! allgm~ent of the /Inlll rods par~l1e1 to 
thl! sample axis and the apparent directional solidification "to the lil~t 
solidified end of each sample. The teJ~peratllre profiles of the post-flight 
ground-hosed co,~parlson experiments, shown In Fig. 7, provlda adrlltlonal 
Information ahout this problem. A distinct hraak In the temperature profile 
of safllple No.4 at about :110 s corresponds well to the expected time for the 
solidification front to reach the thermocouplr. tip. In addition, no break In 
this profile Is vlslh1e near 2fi50C where the gradient should changf! rapidly to 
the value in the solid. A sf!cond possible explanation of the tt)l~per3ture 
profiles assullles the data is correct and the end of each sample was positioned 
Incorrectly hy ahout 1 em from the Initial position of the sollrllflcatlon 
front near the chill hlock. The third posslhllity Is that, again, the data Is 
correct, hut each sample was positioned near the chill hlock and at these high 
fUrnace te,~pp.ratures the Initial position of the freezing Isotherfll was ahOllt 1 
CI11 within the chill hlock. Since It Is unlikely that the freezing Isotherm 
coulrl he moved a distance of 1 cm hy a relatively small increase In 
temperature, this last suggestion Is dismissed. r,lven the difficulty of 
choosing between the two remaining explanations, the proh1em Is left to he 
resolved later and the analys'ls of the experiment will continue cautiously. 
In spite of the last moment prelaunch furnace velocity difficulties, the 
velocity telemetry data Indicated, within the noise signal, stab1p. furnacp. 
motion except for furnace No. ? the velocity profile of which Is shown In Fig. 
fl. The average spe!!ds for furnaces No.1, 2, 3, ~nd 4 were 11.1, 11.4, 10.3, 
and 11.5 ;m/h respectively with a noise level of ± 0.7 cm/h, as seen in 
Tahle 1. 
f\" f1 i ght samp1 es and most ground -hased samples had Inl eros t ructu ra 1 
handing In the first solidified portions of the samples. A typical example is 
seen In Fig. 9. The extent of handing ranged from less than 0.2 em in the 
first piece of flight sample No.2 to ahout 1.5 cm in the ground-hased sample 
No.4, with most samples in the lower part of the range. The most prohahle 
cause of this Is slightly unsteady furnace motion, with velocity changp.s 
within the noise signal of the velocity data. 
The furnace thermocouples showed an unusually wide spreod In hot zone 
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Table 1 CompPflSon of Thermal Properties for Samples Grown DUring SPAR X & Ground Based 
ComparISon Experiments. VelOCities are Avera!j8 & Thermal Measurements were Taken 
at 1 cm f urnace T revel 
SPAR X FLIGHT 1104 g, GROUNO BASED COMPARISON 
EXPERIMENTAL FURNA('E ASSEMBL V NO FURNACE ASSEMBL V NO 
MEASURHtENT OR 
I CONDITION 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 1 
NOMINAL INITIAL BULK 0.1'0 0.49 000 049 
COMPOSITION. w/o Mn 
SO LlC'IFICATION 
- - - I - UP DOWN UP DOWN GEOMETRV 
FURNACE VELOCITV . 3.08 3.17 2.86 3.19 3.25 3 11 I 278 3 19 " 10 3 cm/, '0 .3 '0.3 • 03 ' 03 ' 0.3 ' 03 ' 03 ' 03 
FURNACE HOT ZO NE 481 521 587 583 I 506 544 608 584 
TeMP. c: -3 ' 3 ' 3 ' 3 ' 3 ' 3 . 3 ' 3 
FURNACE CHILL BLOC K 38 38 38 
I 
38 36 36 
I 
36 36 
TEMP. C • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 . 1 . 1 
\JJO·OI7IT) 
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temperatures, as seen in Table 1. Also, the higher furnace hot zone 
temperatures in low gravity ()hserved previ()usly (Ref. 4) were not recorded in 
this work. The causes of these ohservations, if real, are unknown. 
NORtlAL-I1RAVITY OII~ERVATIONS 
Ground-hased comparison sa'~ples wer'e sol inifierl at f1ar~hall Space Flight 
Center after the SPAR X launch, with the sal'1e furnace 5ystem ann nominal 
processing paral'1eters as for the flight experiment. These sal'1ples were 
received at I1rUml'1an on July 5, lqR3. Tahle 1 lists the directional 
solidification conditions ()f these experiments and Fig. 7, which shows the 
thermal profiles of the solidificati()ns, inrficates the sa'~e prohlem for thp. 
ground-hasp.d experiment as occurred in the flioht experiment thermal profile. 
Sample No.1 was ohserved to have separated frOl'l the graphite plug hy 
ahout 0.5 cm at the last-solidified end. Sample No. ? was pulled into two 
pieces in the liquid state. A second sample No. ? was processerl later at I1SFC 
with identical results. Therefore, a sample of identical compOSition was 
solidified at I1rumman with the same nominal processing parilmeters to replace 
this particular sample. Samples No.3 and 4 were well formed in outer 
appearance, although during removal from the ampoule, sample No.4 hroke into 
two pi eces, whi ch ~i ~ not impact. the ana 1 ys is. 
Particular sections of samples were annealed in an evacuated quartz tube 
at 2500C for 3n-4R h to simplify the magnetic analysis for those sections to 
that involving only the two equilibrium phases. The effect of heat treatment 
on the aligned-gr~wth microstructures of samples solidified in this experiment 
is visible in Fig. 10. Chevron and triangular rod cross sections annealed to 
circular cross sections in every sample examined in this study. This finding 
is in contrast to previous work (Ref. ?5) which dirf not find ron shape 
changes. Preliminary quantitative analysis of average rod areas and interrod 
spacings of annealed sections suggests that "coarsening" of rorfs dirf not take 
place and that the average rod area remained unchanged as the rod shape 
changed. One interesting possihility is that interfacial energies of the He 
phase are lower than those of the LTP. This new finding of a shape change 
will be studied further at a later date. 
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Sections of the ground-hase~ comparison samples were examine~ microstruc-
turally on cross-sectional faces to determine the Inorphology nf the 'lnlli phase 
on each face. tlagnet i c measu rements and X-ray f1 uorescence IneaSIl relnents were 
made on sample sp.ctions to detflrl'line Iln content of the solirl hulk anri local 
cross-sectiondl surface, respectively. We hegin to examine the results with 
sample Nn. 3. Sample No.3 was Hi-rich and containp.ri a few small area~ of Hi 
solid solution cells or dendrites throughout most of thp. length of the sample, 
the r~mainder of the volume heing an aliunerl MnHi rod-Hi soliri solution matrix 
structure. Although this sample contained dendrites, a quantitative fit of 
the longitudinal mncrosegregatiLn for sample No.3 was attelnpted and 
illustratp.ri in Fig. 11. As descrihed in the background section of this 
report, such a quantitative description of Inacrosegregation for directional 
plane-front, off-eOtectic composite growth, including the effect of 
con'lection, has he en developed hy Verhoeven and Homer (Ref. q) using a Rurton-
Prim-Slichter type stagnant film analysis. The average solid composition in 
a/o Mn, CS' as a function of fraction solidifierl, f, is given hy 
CE - C . 0 
- i-exp (-pdl 
-1/(I-exp (pd)) 
(1-f) (3 ) 
where CE is the eutectic cOMposition, Co is the starting cOinposition, p is the 
inverse of the Stefan length or .solute houndary layer distancp., and d is the 
characteri sti c stagnant film length. Thi s form of thei r eqllati on negl ects 
thermotransport and is used here hecause of the relatively high growth rate 
for this experiment. Previously, it was reported for the Ri/MnRi off-eutectic 
system that this equation fit the macrosegregation riata even when the growth 
was partia11y dendritic (Ref. 1). This might he hecause in this system with 
the processing conditions used, the growth may possihly sti11 proceed with a 
macroscopically planar solidification isotherm. The relatively few dendrites 
may perturh the macrosegregation only slightly. In adriition, the ahove 
equation has a very general Schell-equation form so that although p5 may not 
be the proper exponential parameter, the equation still fits the data for this 
experiment. For the cases here, where a SUbstantial length of the sample 
contained dendrites or cells, KV is suhstituted for pd in Eo (3), where K is 
the effective distribution coefficient. Figure 11 shows a hest fit to the 
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macrosegregation data nf sample No. ~, where KV = Ln. Sal'lplp. No.4 was also 
Bi-rich ilnn containlld nennrites or cells up to ftr = 0.07 ~/her/~ t.he 1~l)rp.1Il1ogy 
becal'le completely aligned (sell Fig. 12). Results of quantitativp. analysis of 
thp. aligned microstructure of a sp.ction of samplp. No.4 are sho~1n in Tahle 
2. It is noten here that the nor/~al-gravity equilibrium vallie of 0.11 w/o '1n 
in the Ri solin solution was iI~SIll~P.rl for the calc.ulations of compositinn. 
Figure 11 rlisplays the macrosegregation of sample ~o. 4 and inclurles a fit of 
Eq (3) with KV = 1.1. 
SaMp 1 e No. 1 was Mn -ri ch anel underwent iI rlenrf ri t i Cot o-coopera t i VI;! 
transition at ftr = 0.44. Table 2 lists the quantitative I~icrostructural 
ilnalysis resillts for two cooperative sections of sal'1ple No.1. Solutal 
macrosegregation (Fig. 11) appears to be miniMal, ill though there is wirfe 
scattei" in the compositional results, rlue in part to the very small size of 
the analyzed sections. r1inil~al macrosp.gregation iMplills in this caSe that KV 
> 1.6. In initial ground-based studies of growth up of Mn-rich compositions, 
Stokes flow was observed - that is, floatatinn of MnRI dp.nnrites to t.he top of 
the melt, causing gross macrosegregation nlsturhances. This \~as particularly 
a prohlem with sample composition greater than 0.9 w/o Mn, anrl appp.ars to have 
heen successfully minimized in sample No.1. Sample No.2, as rliscussed 
previously, is a Grumman-soliniflerl saMple. The entire samplll ~/as scatteren 
with MnBi dendrites, although Fig. 11 shows that, similarly to saMple No.1, 
no macrosegregation of Mn appears to have taken placp., again Implying KV > 
1.6. 
The percentage of the MnBi which Is in the HC phase for the grounn-baserf 
samples No. I, 3 and 4 Is shown In Fig. 13. Results generally fall In the 1i0-
70r, range nnd show only very weak nepenrfence on the fraction solidified, f, or 
the Mn composition. HC phase percentages are this high hecausp. of the 
lnoderJtely high solidification velocity and the high grarfient (see Ref. 4). 
FLIGHT RESULTS & NORMAL-GRAVITY PROPERTY COMPARISON 
Flight samples No.3, 4, and 1 were denrfritic In the initial (proposerf) 
low-g portions of the samples. Figure 14 shows resultant macrosegregatlon and 
Fig. 15 the fraction MnBi in the HC phase for these samples. Within the 
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1 Table 2 Results of Quantitative Analysis of Cooperative Microstructures from Sections of Samples 
Grown During Ground·Based Comparison and SPAR X Flight Experiments 
SAMPLE NO. f (d). to.051'm 0, JJm (h). to.3l'm o,pm CMn. w/o C~n.w/o 
GROUND· BASED 
4 0.916 0.62 0.16 2.9 1.1 0.62 0.64 
1 0.468 0.93 0.16 3.1 1.0 1.10 0.90 
1 0.797 0.65 0.18 2.5 1.1 0.81 0.90 
FLIGHT 
3 (ANNEALED) 0.9BO 0.77 0.17 3.2 1.1 0.74 0.72 
4 0.B40 0.69 0.1B 3.3 1.4 0.59 0.54 
2 0.195 0.50 0.1B 2.3 1.1 0.61 0.62 
2 0.445 0.77 0.19 3.2 1.4 0.69 0.72 
CMn m Mn CONCENTRATION DETERMINED BY MICROSTRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
" J 
C' = BULK Mn CONCENTRATION EXTRAPOLATED FROM MAGNETIC MEASUREMENT Mn 
DETERMINA TlONS 
, . 
1330·0IB(TJ 
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scatter, after approximately the initial f = 0.37 tn lnw-fi. both the 
I~ac!'~segregatt on nnd fr~cti on He phase curves are s1m11 ar to those of the 
ground-based sampl~s in Fig. 11 and 13. QuantitatIve analysis of 
microstructures in non-low-9 cooperatively gro.m sections of flight samples 
No.3 anrt 4 are represented in Table 2 and show «I>-values smne.,hat larger 
than the results frol'l ground-hased sal'lple No.4. This I'lay he nue to gravity 
levels in excess of normal earth gravity at the latter stage of 
solidification. VallJes of <~> were statistically identical. 
Flight sample No. 7. is an interesting Mn-rich sampla which snlidified 
coo!Jeratively over its entire length. Figure 14 shows the I~acrosegregation of 
this sample over its length and pre~ents an unusual situation. X-ray 
fluorescence and I'lagnetic I'leasurement determinations of the Mn concentration 
do not agree. Unfortunately, complete fluorescence determinations could not 
be made due to unresolved Measurement problems. Chemical spectrophotometric 
ahsorhance measurements were used as the most reliahle test of total bulk Mn 
concentration for t.IO sal'lples. In acldition, Table? inclucles Mn concentration 
va 1 ues for two sect ions of fl i ght salnp 1 e No. 2 determi ned hy Mi eros t ructu ra I 
analysis. Both this last technique and the Magnetic measurement technique use 
the assumption of the normal-gravity, equ11ibriul'l value of 0.11 1'1/0 Mn in the 
Bi solid solution in their calculation of the total Mn content ancl are 
therefore insensitive to any splid solut~on tIn content changes. This is the 
possihle source of the differences shown in Fig. 14. Whereas the 
microstructurally and magnetically derivecl Mn concentrations are irlentical, 
these results disagree with X-ray fluorescence and chemical results. The 
first magnetic data point and chemical data point of Fig. 14 lie in an initial 
transient section of this sample, but the next three I'lagnetic clata points 
result from sections solidified in the proposed 10w-§ period. In this re~~on 
of sample No.2, the chemical and 'fluorescence results give statistically 
f)quivalent values, the average of which is 0.89 1'1/0 Mn, quite rtifferent from 
the ".,3gnetic and microstructural value of 0.72 1'1/0 Mn. Therefnrp., while the 
given limited evidence is not conclusive, it is suggestert that a metastable, 
higher Mn content in the Bi soli·1 solution in 101'1-9 would he consistent with 
these re~ults. More will he said about this later. 
35 
Tahle 2 indicates a considerahly sl~aller mean rod diameter, <rl> " 0.50 
± 0.05 ~m. and mean interrod spacing, <x> " 2.:1 :1: 0.311m, in the proposed low~ 
9 region than in high~g. cd> " 0.77 ± 0.05 WI <wf <x> " 3.2 ± 0.3 1110. 
Micrographs comparing thr morphology of these two analyzf!d cross sections are 
seen in Fig. 16. Similar reductions in hath ed> and ex> seen previously in 
low~g experiments (Ref. 3 and 4) are consistent with the proposal In the 
present experiment that the first n.37 fraction solidified of flight sample 
No.2 was indeed solidffierf in the low~g portion of thp. SPAR X flight., as 
intended. 
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01 SCIJSS ION 
Figure 1 allows the position of thR dendritic-to-cooperativR transition 
in samples solidified in the fli/11nRi off-eutectic systel~ to hR predicted for a 
specific G/V t'atio. For the SPAR X experil'1l"!nt, the nOl'1inal value of this 
ratio is G/V = n.46 x 105 °r.-s/cm2• Rased on this value, Ili-rich samples 
should he cooperative for the average solid rln composition of a section of a 
sample, Cs, greater than n.fin w/o Mn, while Mn-rich sal'1plBs should he 
cooperative for Cs ~ n.1l7 w/o Mn. Frrn~ Fig. II, a value of the transition 
composition, Ctr , equal to 0.55 t 0.02 w/o fin is reasnnahly consistent with 
the results and expectations for hoth Ri-rich ground-hasRrl samplBs No.3 and 
4. The tin-rich samples No.1 and 2 nisplay no discernahle macrosegregation in 
Fig. 11, so that the actual fractional pOSition of the transition in t.hese 
samples is sensitively dependent on the exact G/V ratio. SamplR No.1 
underwent the transition to cooperative growth at r.tr = o.g? t 0.04 w/o ~1n, 
whereas sample No.2 was totally dendritic. The ground-hased results for this 
experiment are founn to he reasonahly consistent with the previous experiments 
represented in Fi g. 1. 
In previous work (Ref. I), Mn macrosegregation was ahle to he nescrihed 
by the model of Verhoeven and Homer, represented hy Eq (3). Here, as 
discussed in the text follovling Eq (3), KV is suhstituter! for peS. If it is 
noted for ground-hased samples No.3 and 4 that No.4 shows greater solute 
redistribution, then a new situation is indicated. With a simplistic 
argument, the macrosegregation results show, since tin was rejected at the 
solidification fror,ts of these two samples, that the growt l / down case of 
sample No.4, which was unstahle therl'1ally but stahle solutally, han greater 
convection in the melt than sample No.3, which was stahlR thermally but 
unstable solutally. This implies that the thermal instahility which was 
present was more important than the induced solutal instahility in 1-9 with 
these particular solidification processing conditions. This finding is in 
contrast to the opposite result found in Ref. 1 for lower velocities and 
gradients and l'1ay he due to a decrease in the role of thermal convection 
relative to solutal convection in l-g as the solidification velocity or 
thermal gradient increases, or may be an artifact caused hy attempting to 
3R 
. , 
apply identical convection-solute redistribution argu~ents to cmqposite and 
dendritic growth. 
In the SPAR IX (Ref. 4) Bi/11nRi eutectic flight experiment, a reduced 
volume fraction of f1nBi was found in the low-gravity processerf portion of a11 
samples. That is, sections of the samples grown in low gravity contained 2.95 
v/o 11nRi, which would correspond to 0.117 w/o nn, with the nor~al-grav1ty 
processing assumption of 0.11 w/o lIn in the Bi solid solution. Four of these 
sections have recently heen analyzed hy chemical spectrophotometric ahsorhance 
and found to contain 0.72 ± 0.03 w/o lin, therefore supporting the suggestion 
that metastable extensions of the equilihriwq normal-gravity phase rfiagram are 
operative in low-gravity processing rfue to interfacial undercooling. With 
this new result anrf assuming the rfensities of the "eutectic" ann flnRi re~ain 
similar, it can he shown that these sections of SPAR IX samples containerf O.lfi 
w/o ~In in the Ri solin solution, a 41'Y, increase fro~ the 1-9 equlibrium 
value. Calculated fr~~ the metastahle linear extension of the solirf solution 
limit and AT = SoC, a value of O.lfl w/o tIn is obtained. To complete the 
analysis, however, the metastahle, low-gravity processed "eutectic" value 
cannot be found from SPAR IX results since the solidification of the samples 
was not completed in low gravity. Fr~ the trenn of the volume fraction HnRi 
versus fraction solidified data of the SPAR IX experiment, however, it could 
be suggested that such a metastable eutectic value wouln be equal to or 
greater than the equilibrium value. While the SPAR X results can indicate 
nothing ahout a meta~table eutectic value since only the first 0.37 fraction 
of flight sample No.2 solidified in low gravity, the limited results, 
specifically, the different composition values found hy magnetic ann chemical 
techniques, do SUPP(;"'; thi! idea of an increased Hn sol ubil ity in the Ri 
matrix. 
At the present time, the concept of a metastable extension of the phase 
niagram in low gravity seems to account best for MnRi volume fraction 
changes. Quenisset and Naslain's model, discussed earlier, predicts the 
necessary increased undercooling in low-gravity processing, as a consequence 
of reduced convective fluid velocity. Additional undercooling might also he 
possible fr~ a kinetic term in Eq (2). 
39 
SlItII1ARY 1\ FUTURE EXPER 1I1ENTS 
The effects of grav1ty on flriclgman-Stockl>arger direction~l 
solidification of off-eutectic Bi/HnRi has heen studied in reduced gravity 
aboard the SPAR X flight experi~ent ann comparen to normal-gravity 
investigations and previous eutectic BI/HnBi SPAR flight experiments, 
The results Included: 
o Macrosegregation data are consistent with a metastahle increase in ~1n 
solubility in the Ri matrix in low-g, in agreement with previous SPAR 
findings of MnRI volume reduction. 
o Smaller mean rod dla~eter and interrod spacing were found in low-
gravity compared to earth-gravity solidification. 
o Oenrltitic-to-cooperative growth transitions in earth gravity agree 
with a revised supercooling criterion hased on previous 
1-g data. 
o For these processing conditions, thermal instability led to more 
convection than the induced solutal instability in earth gravity. 
o Heat treatment of samples at 2500 C for 36-48 h resulted in rod shape 
change from chevron to circular. 
Possible mechanisms involving gravity-induced convective fluid flow and 
metastable phase diagram extensions were proposed to explain the flight 
experiment findings. 
This SPAR X off-eutectic Ri/MnRi solidification experiment was a high 
risk experiment, hased on the very limited low-gravity time period availahle 
for processing, and was troubled with additional experimental prohlems. A 
longer-term 1 ow-gravi ty, off-eutectic Bi /I1nBi sol i difi cati on experiment i ~ 
planned for the space shuttle, which will not be suhject to severe time 
limitations and accompanying difficulties. This experiment will be a low 
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o 
ve I oc 1ty. hi Oh gradi ent experi ment wi th two hypoeutec tic and two hypereutec tic 
compositions. which will. for the most part. solidify cooperatively on the 
ground and on the space shuttle. The ohjectives of this investigation will he 
to exal~ine the role of convp.ction in solidification of off-eutp.ctics hy 
determining the effect of low gravity and differino levels of convllction on tin 
macrosegregation. undercoolino. the equilihriu~ phase diagra~. and the 
detailed accommodation of the rln content change in rod diameter anr! interrod 
spacing. 
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